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BSNews JUNE 1997
IRISH BUILDING SERVICES NEWS
STRATEGIC REVIEW OF THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
'Building Our
Future Together'
McQuay Split AC
Dealers Wanted
Continued on page 17
promotion", s~id Minister
Howlin.
The Minister added that he is
delighted to note that the
Committee recommend that
there should be unequivocal
commitment by the
construction industry to
environmental sustainability.
He also endorsed the
recognition in the Report of
the fundamental business
reality that "the custom~
king". Many clients,
particularly one-off clients,
are intimidated by the
complexities involved in
commissioning a building
project. Accordingly, the
Minister particularly
welcomed the
recommendation of a Client
Code of Practice. "Every client
in the country, large and
small, will benefit from the
proposed Code", the Minister
said. In relation to the
Pictured above are examples from the new "Child's Play LST"
range from Heating Distributors Ltd. These low surface
temperature radiators from FR Factors are ideally suited to a
whole variety of LST applications, but more especially for
situations such as childrens hospitals wards, creches, etc.
CHILD'S PLAY LST FROM HDL
have a contingency plan in
place to cater for a possible
levelling off or downturn in
activity at some stage in the
future, as a hedge against
cyclical downturns in the
domestic market. In reference
to the committee
recommendation that
contractors, the design
professions and construction
product manufacturers
should diversify into export
markets, I'm glad to note,
therefore, that an Bord
Trachtala's Services Export
Strategy 1997 - 2001 targets
construction services as a
priority area for export
of the building industry is
now running at around £6
billion or 12% of national
income. Some 120,000
persons - or one in 11 of the
1.3 million persons now at
work - are employed, directly
or indirectly, in the industry.
The value of international
trade in construction products
and services is in excess of f1
billion. That's why we
commissioned the strategic
study to enable the industry
to collectively gear up for the
challenges and opportunities
that lie ahead as we head into
the 21st century".
The committee concluded
also that the current building
boom will continue to the
turn of the century at least.
"This view is borne out by the
Medium Term Review 1997 -
2003, published by the ESRl.
However, only a poor
business manager would not
Because of the imminent arrival of McQuay's extensive range of
split air conditioning systems, J & E Hall wish to appoint a
network of nationwide dealers to supply and service the entire
country.
If you are interested in joining J & E Hall in this dealer partnership
contact Caroline Fagan at Tel: 0I - 835 2530.
Mr Brendan Howlin,Minister for theEnvironment,
recently launched the eagerly-
awaited strategic review of the
construction industry -
Building Our Future Together
- at a function in the Custom
House, Dublin.
The review was jointly
commissioned and funded by
the Construction Industry
Council and the Department
of the Environment. It has
been produced by a Strategic
Review Committee, broadly
representative of the industry,
. ate and public sector
ots, and headed up by
Tony Barry, Chairman of
CRH Plc and President of the
Irish Business and Employers
Confederation (IBEC).
The Minister stressed that the
future of the construction
industry is too important to
be left to chance. "The output
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Innovative
Technology
in Heating
Circulators
From the Company who patented
the first circulator back in 1929 and
introduced the first electronic
circulator back in 1989 comes a
heating circulator with completely
in-built pump management.
• Micro processor controlled
inverter drive
• Infinitely variable performance
• Energy savings up to in excess
of 50%
• LCD, giving operating
parameters at the pump head
• Suitable for new or replacement
applications
• Digital link to BMS
• DN32-DN80
• Potential free contacts for
simple fault indication
• Integrated motor protection.
1.,...01
Pumping Perfection
WILO Engineering Ltd., Enterprise Centre,
Childers Road, Limerick, Ireland
Telephone: 061-41 09 63 Telefax: 061-41 47 28 2
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Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish H&V
News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes members
of the following:-
Chartered Institution of Building Services
gineers (CIBSE);
Mechanical Engineering & Building
ervices Contractors'
Association (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy managers
and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets; Irish
Property & Facilities Managers Association.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi·State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an interest
and/or involvement in the industry.
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TRADE NEWS
Vokera Ireland to Build Irish Complex; Betherma Convector Trenches;
PVF at City West; McQuay Fan Coil Units and Absorption Chillers; PVF
Awarded ISO 9002 ; Carrier Transforms Split System Market; Changing
Climates; Successful PHEX Returns; OUH Range from Powermatic;
Thermo-Air Product Selection Aid.
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INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS
Our annual review of this important sector of the business.
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STRATEGIC REVIEW OF THE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
The CIF, says it's President
Kevin Kelly, (pictured left),
having recognised the
significant contribution which
construction makes to the
national economy both in terms
of employment and value,
identified the need for the
formulation of an overall
development strategy for the
industry as we face into a new
millennium. We take a close
look at the main
recommendations that ensued.
PAGE 20
POTIERTON MYSON OUTING
Over 80 people from the heating industry attended the Potterton Myson
trip to Mount Juliet to participate in golf and clay pigeon shooting. We
bring you the results and some pictures of their endeavours.
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•Overall winner James Rael of Limerick receiving the premier trophy from Sean Hanratty atthe recent Potterton Myson outing to Mount Juliet.
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TRADE NEWS
PVF at City West
Work begins on the new Vokina site in Callan: Claudio Guglielmucci,
Vokera (left) with contractors Tony and Brendan McCarthy and Paddy
Scriven, Area Sales Manager Vokera Ireland (third left).
adhered onto the top of the
insulated trench. The trench
an interior black PE-glass
smooth membrane. In using this
trench, an energy-conscious
decision has been made, but
above all the trench is virtually
indestructable, needs no anti-
corrosion treatment, is
lightweight and offers time
saving installation. In short,
which ever way you look at it,
it offers value for money.
The trench recess must be lined
with the aluminium profile
when using aluminium grilles.
Each insert i cut according to
the exact trench dimensions, to
ensure perfect floor alignment.
A sound damping neoprene
tape is standard with the
application of an aluminium
roll-up grille.
All convector trenches come
with grilles, not only as
protection for the convector, but
a part of the floor urface,
includes system, condensing
and floor standing boilers, and
water heaters.
Commenting on the venture,
Mr Guglielmucci said: "The
time is right for Vokera to
establish itself on the Irish
market. With the growing
natural gas network, the quality
of appliances in our range and
our particular empha is on
service levels, we are ideally
placed to develop the market".
A major requirement when
using trench heating is the
correct assessment of
installation and performance
calculations. Standard betherma
convector trenches are
manufactured from 20mm thick
PUR-insulation panels which
have a resistance value of 0.77.
The panel's exterior has been
reinforced with a layer of
polyester and finished with an
extra strong polyester top
coating.
There is also the provision for
trenches with a resistance value
of 2.5. These are manufactured
from 70mm thick PUR-
insulation panels.
The standard built-in trenches
are water resistant. The steel
recessed trim is directly
Betherma convector trenches allow for uninterrupted views and free
door access.
are associated with Italian
manufacturer Beretta, forming
part of the Riello group.
The 8,600 sq ft premises will
include warehousing, offices,
service and spares departments
and dedicated training
facilities.
Claudio Guglielmucci,
Managing Director of Vokera,
pioneered the introduction of
the combination boiler into the
UK. Today the company's
extensive product range also
Betherma
Convector
Trenches
Cathal and Michael
Kelly (PVF) with Noel
Kelly, H. O'Neills.
Co Kilkenny, where the site has
been secured and development
work will begin shortly. The
venture represents a significant
investment for Vokera UK, who
PVF's Cathal (left)
and Michael (right)
Kelly with Gay
Brennan, Provincial
Sprinklers.
Cathal and Michael
Kelly (PVF) with
Brlan Gowell, Arran
Pipelines.
Pipes Valves & Fittings held a very successful golf outing at City West
Golf Club recently. A mixture of consultants. contractors and end-users
enjoyed an excellent day's golf which was followed by the cu tomery
meal and presentation of prizes later that evening.
Among the prizewinners
were those pictured here.
Vokera Ireland to Build
Irish Complex
Domestic gas boiler specialist
Vokera is set to build on recent
successes in the Irish market by
establishing Vokera Ireland.
The operation will be in Callan,
2 BSNews. June /997 4
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The integration of Qualitair into Eaton-Williams Air
ditioning is complete and is the focus of the Group's
research and development resource that has already
produced the exciting new DX and Chilled Water Ceiling
Cassettes together with High and Low Wall Split Systems.
Whether you require cooling and heating for your office or
restaurant or the right temperature for food preparation areas
Qualitair can provide the answer.
Ceiling Cassettes
OX and Chilled Water Options
High and Low
Wall Split Systems
Remote Control
Heat Pump Units
Cellar Cooling
ox Split System
For All Cellar Cooling
Rooftop Units
ox Packaged Units
For Roof Top or Ceiling Void
Fan Coil Units
Chilled Water or OX Options
Aircon
SALES & SERnCE LTD. Changing Climates
AJRCON SALES & SERVICE LTD
Unit lOO, Slaney Road, Dublin Industrial EstatE
Dublin 11. Tel: 01 - 830 7132; Fax: 01 - 860 0171
RANGE FEATURES: Quailitair offers one of the widest choices of Air Conditioning, Cooling and Heating products including
Free Standing Units, Ceiling Cassettes, High and Low Wall Split Systems, Roof Top Units, Fan Coil Units, In-Wall Packaged Units,
Cellar Coolers and Food Preparation Area Systems. Eaton-Wllllams
Station Road
Edenbrldge
KentTN86EG
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The new generation McQuay fan coil units from Thermo-Systems
PYF Awarded ISO 9002
inhibitors used
are non-
carcinogenic.
Model types
available are
direct gas
fired, hot
water fired and
steam fired.
While
generally used
with waste
heat from CHP
plants, direct-
fired modular
absorptionMcQuay/Sanyo inverter-controlled absorption chillers
which are available from Thermo-Systems chillers are
available up to
l80Kw. For commercial
development, single or
multiple gas-fired chiller plant
can replace all boiler plant and
electronic chilling plant in one
swoop.
Full details on both the above
are available from Thermo
Sy tems Ltd.
Contact: Aidan Lynch,
Thermo Systems Ltd.
Tel: 01 - 492 5340/6.
Air Conditioning.
Tel: 01 - 294 3110.
PVF was recently awarded ISO 9002 accreditation. The award was
formally presented at a special celebratory function earlier this
month by Mary Harney, TO, leader of the Progressive Democrats.
Pictured above with Mary Harney are (from left) PVF's Cathal Kelly,
Michael Kelly, Lesley Dolan (Quality Manager) and Noel Gough.
controlled chillers on the
market and consequently offer
significant advantages over
non-inverter control absorption
chiller. For instance, they are
crystalisation proof with the
lithium bromide concentration
being maintained at 63%,
compared to 67% with other
systems. Additionally, ramp up
time is eight minutes as
opposed to as much as 30
minutes with non-invertor
control systems. Another
significant benefit is that the
programmed on its own
thermostat.
However, for zone control each
fan coil unit has its own
microprocessor which acts as
the memory and intelligence of
the system. This decentralised
configuration enables each unit
to identify its environment and
to programme itself in master/
slave mode when a 2-wire
communications link is
installed between several units.
Programming comfort
temperatures is simplified by
the use of a new LSP local
setpoint override module. Fitted
with just two function keys -
warmer and cooler - this device
is particularly suited to hotels
and office buildings.
Turning to the latest range of
McQuaySanyo Absorption
chillers from Thermo Systems,
these are series-flow, inverter-
controlled units which have
COPs up to 1.2.
They are the only inverter-
They are easily laid and simple
to remove when cleaning of
the convector is necessary.
The one piece grille fits
perfectly into the recessed
trim.
Contact: Heating Distributors.
Tel: 01 - 837 5144
offering an unobstructed
pathway. Therefore the grille
needs to be strong, as well as
suiting the interior design.
Roll-up grilles are available in
all specified sizes and
delivered in one piece. There
is a choice of two materials.
McQuay Fan
Coil Units
and
Absorption
Chillers
The new generation of McQuay
fan coil units really meet
market demands. They
combine all the latest
developments of MicroCard
control with the latest technical
advances in packaged heating
and cooling. A significant
benefit is that the open protocol
MicroCard is directly
addressable by BMS, giving
the fan coil access to the
building management system.
This eliminates the need for
costly retrofi t work.
Without a communications
link, each fan coil unit can be
operated as a stand-alone,
independent unit or a master
unit, using the setpoints
4 BSNews, June 1997 6
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TRADE NEWS
Changing Climates
Thermo-Air Product Selection Aid
Thermo Air Ireland Ltd, the Carlow-based manufacturing division ofThe
Honing Beheer group has recently made available it latest product
portfolio Technical Data Manual No: 5. Containing detailed performance
data at given conditions and complete dimensional data for the full range,
the manual is invaluable in assi ting specifiers, installers, etc with the
product election process for the wide range of heating and ventilation
products contained therein.
Thermo Air has enjoyed much success recently with its range of FC
compact air handling units. The FC units are a range of dimensionally-
compact air handling units available "off the shelf' in standard format
with air volumes in the range of 1000 to 7000 m3/hr and supplied as
standard, complete with heating coils and filter sections, and suitable for
duct connection.
Additional component parts such as chilled waterlDX cooling coils, bag
filter sections, two/three way mixing sections and exhaust air fans are
available within very short lead times. The FC range utilises Thermo airs'
DDMH range of direct-drive centrifugal fans with fully speed
controllable single-phase motors offering a very quiet operating sound
level.
Also in the Thermo Air range are: UH series unit heaters; UHR oil and
ga -fired paceheaters; de-stratification fans; ceiling void location air
heaters/ventilation units; aircurtains; supply/extract air fan boxes; fans,
motors, heating/cooling coils etc.
Technical manual and prices are available on request.
Contact: Jack Dempsey, Thermo Air Irl. Tel: 0503 - 31646.
Qualitair can cater for simple
cooling only requirements up to
full close control units
applications for compueter or
control room areas. For food
preparation areas it offers a
unique low temperature ceiling
cassette that can operate down
to 100C, meeting many of the
forthcoming EU directives and
legislation. Cellar cooling,
storage of fresh fruit,
vegetables and florist stocks are
protected with Qualitair
refrigeration split systems.
Qualitair products are
supported by an in-house
technical team and all products
come with a 3-year warranty.
Qualitair was one of the first
manufacturers to have products
tested, duties verified and
performances certified by
Eurovent.
Contact: Philip McEvitt,
Aircon Sales & Service Ltd.
Tel:01-8307l32.
An air conditioned environment
is increasingly expected in
retail, commercial and
industrial premises. While there
will always be a demand for
custom-built air conditioning,
the standard off-the-shelf
product market continues to
grow.
Established 25 years ago the
Qualitair brand was one of the
first British manufacturers of
standard air conditioning
products creating an air
conditioning business that can
provide standard product
solutions to a wide range of
specialised applications and
projects.
The Qualitair portfolio covers
chilled water and OX (direct
expansion) refrigeration product
ranges including ceiling
cassettes, high and low split
systems, free-standing or in-
wall packaged units, concealed
fan coil units and roof-top
models.
Powrmatic has extended its
OUH range of commercial and
industrial heating equipment.
Now it caters for an even more
extensive number of
applications, including warm air
heating; radiant heating; flue
systems; and energy saving.
Contact: Patrick Lowry,
Powrmatic (Ireland).
Tel: 01 ·4521533/1635.
OUH Range from
Powermalic
Aircon Sales & Service Ltd
have recently completed a
number of close control
contracts with Telecom Eireann
using Qualitair 600 Series full
close control units. Qualitar -
part of The Eaton-Williams
Group - are represented in
Southern and Northern Ireland
by Aircon Sales & Service Ltd.
The Eaton-Williams Group has
been.changing climates for over
60 years. Its air conditioning
equipment play a critical role in
creating the right environment
for commercial property,
communication systems,
manufacturing processes and
food production area
worldwide.
The Group has always been a
'solutions-led' company, quick
to adapt to the latest advances
in technology to meet
customers' demands and has
been at the forefront of air
conditioning development.
Successful
PHEX
Returns
The success of the two previous
Phex Ireland exhibitions held in
Dublin and Belfast have
confirmed the organisers belief
that a dedicated domestic
plumbing and heating exhibition
for Ireland is both necessary and
desirable.
The proven formula of offering
installers, stockists and specifiers
of domestic plumbing and heating
products the opportunity to visit
either venue in Dublin or Belfast,
to see ftrst hand the products and
services avai lable to them in their
day-to-day work and discuss
directly with the manufacturer
and distributors their individual
requirements, fulfils an important
link in the educational and
information chain.
Both Phex Ireland exhibitions
have again been well supported
by manufacturers and distributors
and, as before, the organisers
have arranged opening times for
both locations to suit either a visit
to Phex Ireland during the day or
the evening. Afree buffet,
together with the successful
casino evening, is available to all
visitors.
Installers, builders merchants and
specifiers will all find something
of interest at Phex Ireland.
This year the Phex Ireland
exhibition will visit Belfast first.
To be held in September, the
Phex Ireland Roadshow will visit
The Kings Hall Conference
Centre in Belfast on Monday
22nd at 6pm to 9JOpm and
Tuesday 23rd at Ilam to 3JOpm.
The show will then move to the
Burlington Hotel, Upper Leeson
Street, Dublin on Wednesday
24th at 6pm to 9JOpm and
Thursday 25th at 11 am to
3JOpm.
Should you require further
information, or need extra Phex
Ireland visitor tickets, contact
Oaire Tilbury at Tel:
00441816804200.
6 BSNews,JuneJ997 8
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instru.....ents and controls
................................................................................
. .
Dwyer Instruments' Series PFH air velocity
transmitter from Manotherm.
site over a modem link. Standard Control
Systems are proud to announce that
these new outstations will be fitted to
phase 11 of Wyeth Medica in
Newbridge and at the new IBM facility in
Mulhuddart.
Contact: Standard Control Systems.
Tel: 01 - 624 6100; Fax: 01 - 624 6405.
PR Electronics.
Despite being highly selective in its
choice of suppliers and products
Manotherm still represents around 40 of
Europe's leading manufacturers.
Manotherm also maintains a service
workshop while, at its Dublin
headquarters, the extensive
showroom/trade counter carries a
substantial stock inventory at any
given time.
Among the latest additions to the range
New Developments at Safegarcl Systems
Safegard Systems Lld was formed to design and develop innovative fire and smoke
damper control systems. In June 1996, they were appointed Irish representatives for
Belimo, worldwide market leader in damper actuators and air volume control
equipment. Later that year Safegard were retained to design and develop a fire and
smoke damper control system for Belimo, which has just been launched.
Safegard's other damper control system uses LonWorks, which is fast becoming the
defacto standard for building control. Safegard has worked closely with LonWorks
and was responsible for completing what has now been adopted as the LonWorks
worldwide standard for fire and smoke damper actuators.
As and from July, Safegard will also be representing Delta, USA's leading supplier of
electronic control valves. Ball, butterfly and globe valves are available and come as
complete assemblies using Belimo actuators.
Furthermore, Safegard has recently launched a subsidiary business known as
Safeair Systems. Safeair are Irish representatives for Amcor, fixed air conditioning,
dehumidifiers and air purifiers, Airconco, portable air conditioners and evaporative
coolers for hire or purchase and Honeywell, air cleaners.
Contact: Shaun Magill/James White, Safegard Systems. Tel: 01 - 280 0331.
Manotherm - The
Instrumentation
Specialists
Manotherm Lld provides one of the most
comprehensive instrumentation product
portfolios available to industry throughout
Ireland.
From its headquarters in Dublin and
branch office in Belfast, the company
markets microprocessor and
programmable ramp controllers,
thermocuples, resistance and infra-red
thermometers, thermostats, pressure
switches, flow meters, vacuum and
compound gauges, humidity meters,
control valves, air velocity instruments,
power supplies, calibration baths, signal
conditioning and isolators, data
communication modules, together with
calibration instruments and equipment, to
name but a few of the products available.
Manotherm are appointed agents/
distributors for some of the best-known
and respected names in the
instrumentation industry, including
Johnson Controls, Digitron, Jordan
Valves, West Instruments, Rustrak
Recorders, Platon Flowbits, Isothermic
Technology, Bindicator, Vourdon, In
Barton, Dwyer, Drexelbrook, Electronite,
Lane Infrared, GEMS and Danish based
New Trend Controller from
Standard Control Systems
continual product enhancement. Users of
the IQ 251 will be able to take advantage
of any subsequent enhancements as
upgrading can be achieved simply by
downloading new operating firmware, a
procedure which can even be done off-
Standard Control Systems has launched
the latest Trend outstation controller on
the Irish market. The new IQ 251 v1.2 is
faster and has a greater point
configuration capability than its
predecessor, the IQ 151. With this
product launch, Trend has remained
committed to maintaining backward
communication compatibility with all
previously-issued controllers.
The new IQ 251 v1.2 incorporates a 32-
bit micro-processor and is capable if
handling 2.5 million instructions per
second. With a cycle time of under one
second, this unit is fast enough to handle
all control eventualities encountered
across any building service applications,
including sophisticated Air Conditioning
and Lighting. Most important is the fact
that, unlike many other controllers, the IQ
251 doesn't slow down under the
pressure of complex tasks, it's
always fast!
Standard Control Systems, Sean OToole
believes that this controller has no rivals
when it comes to input/output flexibility.
No other BMS outstation can provide the
user with a potential 128 points on a
footprint measuring 550mm x 440mm.
The IQ 251 v1.2 comes with a range of
user interface possibilities. It can be
supplied with a built-in display panel
which gives access to a wide range of
operator functions, such as operating
status interrogation, alarm history review,
control parameter reset and occupation
time profile adjustment. Uniquely,
recorded data can be displayed in
graphical formats. Through the display
panel it is also possible to access any
other Trend controller on the Building
Management System network.
As you would expect from a market-led
company, Trend has a strong product
improvement philosophy resulting in
The new Trend IQ 251 v1.2 outstation
controller from Standard Control Systems.
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NEW RANGE OF WEATHER COMPENSATORS
~~ .
...,
LANDIS & STAEFA
8 BSNews, June 1997
+ Weather-compensated heating
controller
+ RVP210 with d.h.w. control
+ Connection facility for room units
+ Control of three- or two-position
actuators or direct burner control
+ Analog user interface
+ Interchangeable time switch
+ Two setting levels
AVAILABLE EX-STOCK
Belgard Road, Tallaght, Dublin 14.
Tel: 0 I - 405 7100;
Fax: 0 I - 405 7117
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instrun'lents and controls
DUBLIN
The Burlmgton Hotel, Upper Leeson St.,
Wednesday 24th September 6 - 9.30pm
Thursday 25th September 11am - 3.30pm
BELFAST
Kings Hall Conference Centre,
Monday 22nd September 6 - 9.30pm
Tuesday 23rd September 11 am - 3.30pm
comes to Ireland
September 1997
• Keep up with the latest developments in the
domestic heating and plumbing industry.
• See the latest in energy efficiency and
design.
• Discuss your needs with the manufacturers
and distributors.
• Each visitor will receive a free buffet and
drink voucher.
• Conveniently located with opening times to
suit you • VISIT PHEX.
PI-IE~
the Plumbing & Heating Exhibition
r-yici<Ey-REtiu"Esy----------------------------------------,
!Pl;:I~::tm~ ... tickets for =lin 0
iName .
!Company.... .. .
!:~: Address
Postcode. . .
iTel .
j Please return to PHEX Tickets, EEC, Hereford House,
i Bridle Path, Croydon, Surrey CR9 4NL, England.
i Tel: (0044) 0181 680 4200 Fax: (0044) 0181 681 5049
\.._--------------------------------------------------------------------_._._---._--~
Dwyer Instruments' direct-
reading Series FS flowmeter
with adjustable flow alarm from
Manotherm.
are the following:
From Owyer Instruments comes the new Series PFH Air
Velocity Transmitter to measure mass flow rate of air, nitrogen,
or other non-combustable gases up to 100 psig (7 kg/cm3 G)
and 150°F (66°C) with ±O.2% repeatability. A 4 to 20 mA output
signal, directly proportional to
gas mass velocity, is delivered
in a quick 0.2 seconds.
Thermal sensor design
provides accurate flow
measurement to ±2% over 32
to 122°F (0 to 50°C) and 5 to
30 psia (0.35 to 2 kg/cm')
without additional
compensation needed for
temperature and pressure
variations.
This transmitter is ideal for
applications such as
monitoring air flow in
ventilation systems,
aeration and drying air flow
measurement, and test
equipment flow sensing. The
sturdy 0.7 Ib (0.30 kg) unit is
enclosed in a dustproof NEMA
2 anodized aluminium housing
and is constructed of premium
grade wetted parts, including
a 304 stainless steel probe and glass coated sensor.
The Series PFH operates reliably from 24 VAC, 0.5 A power
supplies between 32 and 122°F (0 to 50°C). The .25 in
(6.35mm) 0.0. x 13 in (33 cm) probe is connected to the 6.1 in
(15.5 cm) x 4.7 in (11.9 cm) x 1.5 in (3.8 cm) transmitter body.
3/4-inch NPT conduit provides convenient electrical connection.
Models stocked in ranges up to 6000 SFPM.
The new Series FS Flowmeter with Flow Limit Switch is a
compact device offering visual flow rate indication and an
adjustable flow alarm to open or close AC electrical circuits,
trigger warning lights, or activate other process control
equipment. The unit is constructed from premium grade wetted
parts, including polysulfone body, 3M Plastiform Magnet,
stainless steel spring and retaining rings.
Spring-retained moveable piston desig'n allows installation in
any position with 1-inch polysulfone or 3/4-inch brass NPT male
mounting threads. Flow can be monitored with ±7% full scale
accuracy and 1.0% repeatability in applications such as
chemical processing, solar systems, and drain lines. Setpoint is
adjustable 0 to 100% full scale.
The Series FS operates from 115 VAC (140 VAC max) power
supplies with on-state current of 0.02 to 1.0 AAC. Maximum
operating temperature is 158°F (70°C); maximum pressure is
220 psi (15.1 bar).
Owyer Instruments new ASME design Series 166T Telescopie
Pitot-Static Tubes accurately measure a wide range of airflow in
hard-to-reach systems where permanent mounting is not
needed. Corrosion-resistant, stainless steel Series 166T meets
AMCA and ASHRAE specifications and needs no calibration.
The comfortable handle attached to four section telescopie tube
helps indicate direction.
This device can be used at any extended length from 11.5" to
40.4". Flexible tubing leads through handle to static pressure
port and total pressure port, clearly marked "S" and 'T'.
Convenient dual size connections accept 1/8" or 3/16" ID tUbing.
Contact: Bob GilbertlBrian Harris, Manotherm.
Tel: 01 - 452 2355.
, ....•...............................•...•.•........................
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UNITARY SYSTEMS
REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS
York ACR offers total capability when it comes
to refrigeration products, related ancillaries
and accessories. Principal brand-leading names
represented include Bristol, Gram and Frick,
the scope of application catering for everything
from a single compressor through to a large,
purpose-built plant for say a creamery location,
and of course everything in between.
Extensive stocks are held in Dublin with draw-
down from sister-manufacturing plants in
Europe assuring continuity of supplies as and
when required.
York ACR also provides design assistance where
appropriate and all the other necessary support
service and back-up mechanisms. It's common
for York ACR personnel to work closely ;
consultants on such projects.
Contact: Finbar Keenahan
AIRSIDE & FAN COILS
York ACR's air handling units offer total capability with any configuration to suit virtually
all conceivable requirements. The range is comprehensive with capacities
from 003 mcu sec upwardS.
There are two types - YSM (25 mm panel construction)
and YCC (50mm panel construction).
The fan coil units go from O.5kW upwards and are Eurovent Programme certified.
All units are CE approved and factory-tested before despatch.
Contact: Andy Green
York is the leading manufacturer of chillers in the
world with a range which caters for all
requirements, from 5kW up to infinity.The in-built
flexibility of the range allows for tailor-made
solutions to be devised and manufactured to suit
all needs.
Incorporating innovative designs, advanced
technology and the highest quality - all units are
CE approved - the range caters for all
requirements and includes air cooled, water
cooled, reciprocating, screw and centrifugal
models. Gas capabilities include R22, RI34A,
R407C, R717, etc.AIl chillers are run-tested before
leaving the factory.
A selection of units is held in stock in Dublin while
some models can be drawn down within a
maximum of 24 hours from Basildon in the UK.
Contact: Pat Byrne
APPLIED SYSTEMS
The York ACR unitary range (see opposite) is extensive and caters for all market segments and
applications within this industry sector. Because of its nature.York supplies the units into thc markctplacc
via its approvcd dealer network which are strategically located to ensure national coverage (see opposite).
Working in partnership with York. the dealers prmide the full range of unitary systems which incorporates
feature-packed. tcchnologically-advanced. units at compctitivc prices. These priccs are possible because
the units are. effecti\'l~ly. supplied direct. a whole link in the traditional distribution chain being eliminated.
As the York/dealer relationship is onc of partnership. the dealers offer all the advantages and benelits
being associated with a multi-national entails. Their engincers are York-trained and can -with the support
of York - also provide technical assistance on design queries. equipment selection. etc.
CO/lfacf: DO/lal Kea/le
SERVICE, COMMISSIONING & MAINTENANCE
Service, commissioning and maintenance is an essential ingredient ofYork ACR's total concept. Product
knowledge, experience and continuous upgrades are the prime requirements and in that respect Yo ' .
team of service engineers are all fully qualified, undergo frequent educationals, and regularly work
overseas for York on various projects. It is commonplace for engineers to do say a 5-week stint in Russia
or maybe Nigeria.
All are direct employees of the the company (no contract engineers are used) and the present team has
an average of 15 years experience each in the air conditioning and refrigeration industries.
The entire country is covered from the Dublin and Cork offices, 24-hours a day, 365 days of the year. A
two-hour response time is guaranteed in most regions with a maximum of three hours for all other areas.
Extensive spares are held in stock with the more unusual items available on an overnight DHL service
which operates daily between York's Basildon Centre and Dublin.
Contact: Philip Masterson
Providing solutions that stretch the
boundaries oftechnology ... that is the
mission statement of York ACR in
Ireland. It is an idealist vision but one
which is realised again and again on
behalfofclients by way of York's highly-
advanced product portfolio and the
application ofthe wealth ofexperience
and knowledge the staffcomplement
represents.
York is a global organisation with an
annual turnover in excess of£3 billion.
It is the largest independent air
conditioning/ refrigeration
manufacturer in the world and employs
over 18,000 people worldwide, working
in various regional offices andfactories.
York's philosophy is to bring this
enormous strength to bear on local
markets via wholly-owned, locally-
based, operations. That way all the
benefits are conveyed directly to the
clients/end-users without any dilution of
the service along the way.
In that context Ireland is seen as a very
important element ofthe company's
trading activities. This fact was
endorsed recently by the injection of
substantial funds in a state-of-the art
office/warehouse/workshop complex
standing on approximately 6,500 sq ft
and located on the innovative City West
Business Park on the outskirts of
Dublin.
This commitment was further reinforced
by the opening ofa second branch in
Cork which will serve the Munster
region.
Uniquely, York ACR enjoys all the
benefits ofbeing part ofa global
operation while, at the same time, being
free to operate autonomously at local
level. This makes for a very flexible
service.
The extent and scope ofapplication of
the comprehensive portfolio is
enormous and what follows here is but a
briefpen-picture ofthe key elements
which comprise the York ACR Total
Concept.
York ACR Ud, Unit 2004/3 City West Business Campus, Naas Road, Dublin 22. Tel: 01 - 466 0177; Fax: 01 - 466 0198
L...--1Ju...H.mewx-'..uP1L12l1.:-_~ ~ ~ •
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ilVork®AeR Total Concept
Unitary Products Approved Dealers
eDUBUN
York Contact: Donal Keane
TeI: 01 - 466 0177
Fax: 01 - 466 0198
I
/~
.....----....,}
HRP WHOLESALE
Unit 100, Slaney Road,
Dublin Industrial Estate, Dublin 11.
Tel: 01 - 830 6565; Fax: 01 - 830 6153
Contact: Michael Clancy
AIRCON SALES &SERVICE
Unit 100, Slaney Road,
Dublin Industrial Estate, Dublin 11.
Tel: 01 - 830 7132; Fax: 01 - 860 0174
Contact: Philip McEvitt
TEMPARLTD,
6/8 Pembroke Lane, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4.
Tel: 01 - 668 3855; Fax: 01 - 668 3086
Contact: Damian Parlour/Seamus Morgan
BELAIR REFRIGERATION LTD
Unit 12, West Bank Business Park,
West Bank Road, Belfast BT3 95L.
Tel: 08 01232 778031; Fax: 08 01232 775496
Contact: Brian Hunter/Keith Hare
AIRCON SALES &SERVICE LTD
Unit 8, Alanbrooke Park,
Castlereagh, Belfast BT6 9EG.
Tel: 08 01232 703032; Fax: 08 01232 798155
Contact: Ian McFerran
I.S.E.P.
Coes Road Industrial Estate, Dundalk, Co Louth.
Tel: 042 - 36358; Fax: 042 - 27703.
eMail: ISEP@iol.ie ~ e LOUTH
Contact: Kevin Hoey
;e UMllRICK
COOUNG SERVICES
Enterprise Centre, Patrickswell, Co Limerick.
Tel: 061 - 355339; Fax: 061 - 355524
Contact: loe Cusack
TEMPERATIIRE LTD
~
~ CALCOOL LTD
'"'1 Shannonbridge Road, Ballinasloe, Co Galway. Tel:~~.../ 0905 - 42953; Fax: 0905 - 43899.~ Contact: loe Staunton
~
e GALWAY
• Air-cooled condensing units
• Sunline hydronic systems
• Portables
• Air-cooled, water cooled liquid chillers (6-150kw)
• Split systems (2-15kw). Full range available
• Roof top packaged systems -
Refrigeration and gas-fired
J
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instruments and controls
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Application with RVP210 from Landis &Steafa.
The Danfoss RAS-D range of radiator thermostats 'from J J Sampson &Son Ltd.
~,,; .
elegantly-styled and ergonomically-
designed RAS-D sensor appropriately
and give it a firm push. It snaps home
w!thin seconds, positively and correctly,
without special tools, ready to give years
of fuel-savings and enhanced home
comfort to the end-user, and added
peace-of-mind against call-backs for the
installer.
A further benefit is that the valves can be
fitted initially and the system checked
using the dust cap to control the
operation. The sensing heads can then
be fitted quickly and easily or can be
withheld until later, to guard against
damage or unauthorised removal from
site.
• Electric three-position or
electra-thermal two-
position actuator with
dhwpump
• Single-stage burner with
changeover valve
• Single-stage burner with
dhw charging pump
Danfoss Market-
Leading TRV's Quick-
Fit Bonus
The Danfoss market-leading RAS-D
radiator thermostats, acclaimed for their
control, accuracy and performance, offer
a welcome bonus for installers. They
provide the ultimate in easy and rapid
installation - a benefit particularly
important to many installers now facing
heavier workloads arising from growth in
housing market and generally improved
economy.
The RAS-D has a snap-lock mechanism
that makes childs-play of fitting the
sensing head. Just position the
.................................................................................
Strong Market
Performance from
ABB Landis & Staefa
The merger of the building control oper-
ations of Landis &Gyr and of Staefa
Control System - now known by the new
brand name of Landis & Staefa - has
created a new major supplier of control
technology for commercial and
residential buildings. Landis &Staefa,
with annual sales of some £1.2 billion, is
one of the three leading global market
players and is No: 1 in Europe.
For its part ASS has an association with
Landis & Staefa going back over 30 years
and this development will capitalise on
the strength of this trading partnership.
ASS is firmly established in the Irish
marketplace and its established network
of skilled sales support and service
personnel - coupled with a competitive
pricing policy - makes for an enviable
package offering.
Through ASS Landis & Staefa plans to
reinforce its comprehensive modular
service programme for the entire building
control field in Ireland, from maintenance
right up to total facility management
services (FMS).
Reinforcing this programme is a
comprehensive range of innovative
products which are available from ASS
ex-stock. Forever at the forefront of
technology development, this range is
being added to at a continuous rate.
A typical example is the new weather
compensator range, the RVP200!
RVP210 series. Main benefits are:
o Weather-compensated flow
temperature control with or without room
temperature influence (pure room
temperature control is possible);
o ECO function;
o Room-compensated boost heating;
o Room-compensated quick setback;
Maximum limitation of flow or boiler
temperature;
o Frost protection for the plant and the
building in all operating modes;
o Operating mode changeover with
external switch;
Reliable, user-friendly and easy to
operate;
Functions provided by the RVP210
Only
o Absolute or parallel priority of dhw
heating;
o Enabling of dhw heating 24 hours per
day;
o Frost protection for dhw.
Applications include schools, colleges,
small offices, hotels, etc.
Contact: David McMenamin, ASB.
Tel: 01 - 405 7300.
12 BSNews, June 1997
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ABOVE: AAF Easdale air handling unit from Thermo Systems
Thermo Systems Ltd, Unit 2, Church Buildings Industrial Estate, Church Lane,
Rathfarnham, Dublin 14. Tel: 01 - 492 5340; Fax: 01 - 492 5342; E-mail: thermosy@indigo.ie
Systems
RIGHT: AAF Easdale air
handling unit design from
Thermo Systems
M uay International HVAC Chillers
• Single chillers to 10,000 Kw
• Single Screw 25% more efficient than Dual Screws
• Single Screw oil free and virtually maintenance free
• Worlds most efficient reciprocating chillers
• Worlds most efficient centrifugal chillers
• Crystallisation proof absorption chillers
• Refrigerants R22, R407C, RIHA, R41 OA
• Directly addressable by BMS
• Chillers in stock
ABOVE: McQuay International single screw chiller
from Thermo Systems
DISTRIBUTORS IN IRELAND FOR:·
AAF International Air Handling and Recirculation Units
• Unique solid panel modar construction
• Air Handling and Recirculation Units duty to 83m3/s
• 80% more energy efficient than glass fibre panelled units
• Three times design life of steel framed units
15
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A customery cross-section of Potterton Myson's MSV322 3-port mid-position system
control valve.
Danfoss RAS-D radiator thermostats,
fully approved to EN215, are designed
for installation in either the flow or return
of 2-pipe domestic heating systems.
They are available in convenient combi-
packs, 15mm/1/2" straight as well as
8/10mm and 15mm angled valve bodies;
the latter types have reversible fittings
that allow either horizontal or vertical
mounting. Sensor heads and valve
bodies are also available separately.
RAS-D radiator thermostats can be set to
accurately control room temperature
between 8°C - 28°C. Other features
include positive shut-off and frost
protection settings. Remote sensors are
also available with different lengths of
capillary as required. all RAS-D's are
manufactured and supplied under
EN9002 and ISO 9002 Quality Systems.
A "Product Selection Guide" to the
Danfoss RAS-D range and other
Danfoss-Randall products is available
free of charge.
Contact: David Sampson,
J J Sampson & Son Ltd.
Tel: 01 - 6268111 .
............•..................•.......
Comprehensive Time,
Temperature and
Flow Control from
Potterton Myson
The comprehensive range of controls
from Potterton Myson is designed to
ensure complete control of home
heating, a reduction in energy
consumption, and to be kinder to the
environment.
The comprehensive Potterton Myson
range incorporates three main methods
of heating control - time control,
temperature control and flow control.
Time Control- Potterton Myson offers a
full range of electronic programmers,
covering every conceivable time control
application.
Fully electronic for accuracy and
reliability, they remain easy to set up and
programme and have a clear digital clock
display and LED status indicator to show
how the system is working.
For those who prefer less complex
controls, the Potterton Mini Minder E and
Es offers the high accuracy and reliability
of advanced electronic time control
combined with an easy-to-use and read
clockface.
Temperature Control- The Myson TRV 11
is a high-efficiency thermostatic radiator
valve which allows the temperature of
each room in a home to be controlled
precisely, automatically and at a
14 BSNews, May 1997
minimum cost to the homeowner.
Basically the Myson TRV 11 offers an
adjustable temperature setting, allowing
the pre-selection of the chosen room
temperature.
Similarily, with the room thermostat, the
control is set to the room temperature
required and the Potterton PRT2
electronic room thermostat economically,
reliably and without fuss adjusts the
temperature to ensure a warm and
comfortable home.
Like the TRV I1 the temperature can be
locked to one setting or a range of
settings.
Flow Control- The MSV range of system
control valves has been designed to be
used in fully pumped combined central
heating and hot water systems.
The MSV 222 and MSV 228 2-port zone
valves will control either the central
heating or hot water circuit. Two of these
valves used in combination will satisfy
the requirements of most fully controlled
systems. If necessary, additional MSV 2-
port valves can be used to split the
central heating system into several
circuits to provide even better control.
The MSV 322 and 328 3-port midposition
valve will control both the central heating
and hot water circuits simultaneously.
The valve may be operated directly by
the system programmer or via room and
cylinder thermostats.
To complement the existing 22mm 3-port
valve, Potterton Myson has extended the
range to include a 28mm 3-port valve.
This has been a direct response to
customer demand in the marketplace.
The MSV range is designed,
manufactured and tested in Myson
Scanglo in Newcastle West using
state-of-the-art technology.
Contact: Sean Hanratty,
Potterton Myson.
Tel: 01 - 459 0870.
To be Informed
Subscribe to
BSNews
Call: 01 . 288 5001
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Rcent advances in the designand manufacture of circulators -ot least the advent of
microprocessor-based variable speed
units - have led to the virtual
elimination of many of the problems
associated with the operation of pumps
in heating systems.
Failure as a result of faulty manufacture
is rare these days. That's not
complacency on the part of
manufacturers but confidence in the
consistent quality resulting from
investment in the latest automated
production plant.
The key requirement should be for
installers to take a little more time and
trouble in deciding what is technically
the correct position to fit a circulator
in a particular heating system to ensure
maximum operating efficiency.
So what is the correct way to install a
pump in order to provide homeowners
with years of trouble-free service?
The most useful recommendation any
manufacturer can suggest - and this
isn't just about pumps - is "read the
installation instructions".A few
moments spent here can save minutes
or even hours of frustration.
One of the basic rules, of course, is
that circulating pumps are designed for
pushing rather than pulling water -
placing the system under pressure, and
avoiding air being drawn into the
system leading to possible noise and
corrosion problems which would occur
if the system was under negative
pressure.
On open vented systems, most modern
circulators will need approximately
I.Sm static head, the vertical distance
between the circulator and the cold
water feed tank.This ensures adequate
flooding to lubricate the pump's rotor
and to assist with proper venting.
On pressurised systems such as combi
boilers, the system operates at a
pressure to satiSfy static head
requirements.
In addition, when installed on
horizontal or vertical pipes, the motor
shaft must always be in the horizontal
plane.lf installed vertically, there is a
Tony Cusack, Sales Director,Wilo
Engineering gives installation advice
risk that the rotor will not be correctly
vented.This leads to a noisy pump and
possible premature failure due to
excess wear and possible dry running
of the top bearing.
It's important to remember that the
terminal box can sometimes be on the
underside of the motor after
installation. In this case it is good
practice to turn the motor on the
body of the circulator to avoid water
entering the electrics when the pump is
vented.
Check before installation the operation
and position of the speed control.At
commissioning, the switch may not be
clearly visible.
When siting the circulator it is also
advisable to think ahead to future
access. Many installers will be aware of
Wilo E40 electronic pump for
automatic variable speed
the frustration when they turn up only
to find not only that they cannot get at
the unit but, because there are no
isolating valves, they have to totally
drain the system.
Further problems can arise due to
advances in pump design whereby most
modern domestic circulators use the
water in the system to lubricate the
internal bearings and the rotor. Should
the water contain any debris or (in
older systems) magnetite, this will
inevitably find its way into the pump
and this may cause the rotor to seize
followed by failure of the pump itself.
The remedy? Thoroughly flush the
system regardless of its age, and make
sure you add a quality inhibitor on
completion.
Boiler noise is another problem and
again the circulator often gets the
blame; but this is normally a result of
"kettling" and nothing to do with the
pump.
As the majority of modern boilers
require a minimum f1owrate, this
problem is solved by making sure you
select the right kind of pump in the
first place - either a five of six metre
head - and then set it on the correct
speed.
If you have already done this and still
have a noise problem from the boiler,
this will probably be due to deposits
forming on the inside of the boiler heat
exchanger or being overgassed. Again,
not a pump problem but remedial work
will be necessary.
Water noise may also occur when the
circulator is oversized or, more
commonly these days, when TRVs start
to close down.This sends the full flow
of water through one or two valves
rather than the entire system. Re-
positioning to a slower speed may
solve or reduce the problem.
Many installers will be aware of a new
generation of variable speed circulators
which overcome this problem by
automatically adjusting performance to
the demands of particular heating
systems. Mainly restricted to the
commercial market at present, this
technology will inevitably be used in
domestic installations as people are
prepared to pay a premium for higher
comfort heating levels.
For further advice contact:
Tony Cusack.Tel: 061 - 410963.
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Backed by 100 years of air-conditioning
experience, Hall Distribution now
introduces a new range of split-systems
which has just been stocked in Dublin
for the Irish market.
These products bring you the benefit of
Hall and McQuay's combined
experience, emphasising quality,
reliability and value for money,
supported by a first class service.
All products in our range have been
designed to give you a clean and
controllable environment.
-
,I
,
With a choice of either wall or
ceiling mounted units, you'll
find that air-conditioning has
become an affor
addition to any
retail, business and
domestic locations.
Hall Distribution
(A Division of J&E Hall Limited)
Unit 8 Ashbourne Industrial Park
Ashbourne Industrial Estate
Ashbourne Co Meath
For further informotion call Caroline Fagan
tel Dublin 8352530 or fax Dublin 8352535
mobile 087 555078 18
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STRATEGIC REVIEW OF THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
Strategic
Review - Main
Recommendations
Building Our Future Together
• continued from front
cover casualty toll on building sites, Minister Howlin said that
nearly a dozen building workers are killed each year with another
1,600 being injured. ''This as an unacceptable human price for
building. The Committee say that a significant improvement in
site safety will depend on a fundamental change in attitudes to
site safety by all parties to the construction process - clients,
designers, contractors, and the workers themselves. I ~incerely
hope that implementation of the strategy for the industry will
stimulate such a cultural change, which is long overdue".
The Minister also commented on the Committee recommendation
that unforeseen problems on site should be ironed out amicably
by negotiation. Should that not prove possible, the issue in
ispute should be dealt with by the conciliation procedure
corporated in conditions of contract. "I wholeheartedly agree
with the Committee that arbitration should only be u, ed as a last
resort. Arbitration has proved expensive and is damaging to long-
term business relationships", the Minister commented.
The Minister concluded by saying that he is in full agreement
with the recommendation of the Committee that a Forum for the
Construction Industry should be set up to take forward and
oversee the implementation, in a properly integrated way, of the
wide range of recommendations in the Report. "Successful
implementation requires that ownership of the process be shared
by clients, the industry and the Government on a genuine
partnership basis, with a full degree of trust and cooperation all
round. If the work of the Committee results in a new spirit of
partnership, without conflict within the industry, then this will
represent a profound achievement", he concluded.
Interested parties are invited to submit comments on the SRC
Report not later than 30th September 1997 to the Constmction
Section, Department of the Environment, Cu tom House,
ublin I. Tel: 01 - 679 3377 extensions 2188 & 2129.
Pictured at the launch of the Strategic Review of the Construction
Industry recently were Kevin Kelly, President of CIF, Bernard Alien,
Minister of State and lony Barry, Chairman of CRH.
o Construction contractors and
professions are exhorted to
seek greater diversification into
export markets;
o Contracts for all public
sector contracts exceeding £1
million (excluding VAT) and
all complex projects should be
placed by Two-Stage Selective
Tendering;
o In the case of Design &
Build Projects, not more than
four pre-qualified consortia
should be invited to submit
detailed bids;
o Fixed Price Tendering
should be used where a
contract's duration is not more
than eleven months from the
date on which the work is made
fully available to the successful
contractor - this must not be
greater than two month from
date of submission of tender;
o Formula Fluctuations Indices
for the calculation of
contractors' claims entitlements
under the Price Variation
Clause are to become
operational in the fir t half of
1997, for general building
contract. The system, if
successful, can be further
developed to apply to housing
and civil engineering projects;
o The legislation on prompt
payments (Prompt Payment of
Accounts Act, 1997) should
apply to both the private and
the public sectors;
o Parties to public and private
contracts should endeavour to
settle contractual disputes
amicably by negotiation;
o A clients' Code of Practice
to assist private and public
sector clients attain their aims
in the most efficient manner is
presented;
o An Information Technology
programme is to be initiated to
facilitate inter-active use of a
wide range of computer
packages in the preparation of
contract documents, tender bids
and, ultimately, tender
assessment;
Registration of the titles of
"Architect" and "Quantity
Surveyor" and of contractors,
sub-contractors, skilled/semi-
skilled building workers is to
be introduced;
o Requests by local planning
authorities for additional
information should be confined
to the fust month after
application;
o A Task Force, with represen-
tatives from industry and the
local authorities, is
recommended to investigate
ways and means of making the
planning for major
infrastructural projects by
anticipating and countering
objections in good time;
o The State, through local
authorities, should ensure
sufficient serviced land,
suitably zoned, is available for
development;
There should be an
unequivocal commitment by
the construction industry to
environmental sustainability;
o A Forum for the
Construction Industry is to be
established and charged with
overseeing the implementation
of the recommendations within
the time frame given in the
report.
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STRATEGIC REVIEW OF THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
CIF Response to the Review
"The CIF will co-operate in full with the
new Forum for the Industry which the
Committee recommends be established and
we will now actively engage in discussions
on the Strategic Review's 80+ recommenda-
tions with particular regard to their overall
impact on our members'. - Kevin Kelly.
Kevin Kelly, President of the
CIF welcomed publication of
the report. He said that the
Federation had been
instrumental in suggesting such
a Review some years ago and it
was pleased when the Minister
for the Environment accepted
the recommendation and
established the Review body in
March, 1996.
"The CIF, recognising the
significant contribution which
construction makes to the
national economy both in terms
of employment and value,
identified the need for the
formulation of an overall
development strategy for the
industry as we face into a new
millennium.
"The construction industry now
makes a greater contribution to
the national economy than
agriculture or touri m. The
output of the industry is valued
at over IR£6 billion and
generates about 15% of our
national income. Directly or
indirectly 120,000 people, or
one in eleven of the working
population, is employed in
construction.
"Hence the need to ensure that
the industry prepares itself to
meet the competitive
chaJ1enges of the future as well
as guaranteeing best practise, a
fair deal for clients in terms of
cost and quality, a reduction of
conflict, compliance with the
regulatory environment and a
recognition of the increasingly
important role of the specialist
contractors", he said.
"There are issues which are of
ongoing concern to the industry
such as VAT, Corporation Tax,
and the Employment Tax
Wedge for example, as well as
the acceleration of major
infrastructural projects, which
were not within the remit of the
Review Committee.
Nonetheless, these are
significant issues for the
industry and the CIF will be
looking to the new Government
for a positive approach to them
in order to maximise the
potential of the industry in
terms of volumes, efficiency
and profitability.
"The CIF will co-operate in full
with the new Forum for the
Industry which the Committee
recommends be established and
we will now actively engage in
discussions on the Strategic
Review's 80+ recommenda-
tions with particular regard to
their overall impact on our
members," he said.
Thermo Air Ireland Ltd.
Strawhall Ind. Estate, Carlow.
Tel: 0503 31646; Fax: 0503 42174
EuroCabin 2000
High-quality conditioned
Environments e p.
for paint spray industry.
High-efficiency. 'Eco' system.
Quiet. Highly insulated
Spaceheaters UHR
High-efficiency (90%+)
Spaceheating Units available
in both oil and gas
Available from tock
Air Curtain units LG
Low-energy consumption.
High pressure output.
Very high-quality finish.
Fast devliery. Control to suit.
Ceilinl: Void Packal:es PC
Complete Kit to answer localised heating
needs - just add hot water and electricity,
nothing more needed. Very quiet.
Unit Heaters UH
High-quality, high-efficiency, Quiet.
Available in LPHW, MPHW, Steam and Electric
configurations. Ex-stock availability.
Controls to suit.
Components available ex-stock! ... Fans: Centrifugal and Axial; Heating and Cooling Coils; Filtration Units.
A Division ofTHERMO AIR Group International.
Suppliers to the Heating - Ventilating - Conditioned Environment - Industries
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Vellt-Axia High & Mighty
Vent-Axia's latest 800 and 1000mm additions to the existing
range of axial roof fans employ aluminium impellers to provide
performances of up to 8
m3/sec. The fan motors,
sealed to IP55 with Class F
insulation and operating on
a 3-phase power supply, are
suitable for speed control
and meet the needs of a
wide selection of industrial
environments. The roof fans
are delivered fully-assembled with built-in bird guard, isolator
switch and lifting lugs for easy mounting on site. Both can be
supplied with mounting plates and cowls finished in any
British Standard colour.
Contact: Michael Randall, Vent-Axia Ventilation.
Tel: 01 - 450 4133.
The Latest Bidmaster Plus Estimating
System from Estimation
The latest edition of Bidmaster Plus from Estimation
incorporates new features combining feedback from existing
1~IiiFNi!!]~~----~ customers and some advancediii&io-===~~__ I"-"""~-""'" features from the ContractMaster
..=.J Plus suite. These are said to
make the system more user-
friendly and to help contractors
~'liiif!o:-.~--.--=-,---.r~-J to quote more competitively.
10N They include new management
features for changing discounts1----...............:.........._-_...:::..::...i.uJ at any time during quote
preparation and more flexible analysis and reporting to bridge
the gap between the contractor format and client's form of
tender.
ct: David Bell, Estimation Ltd. TeI: 0044 121 7043221.
Qualitair WOOS Customers
with Slimline Models
Qualitair has extended its Qudos air conditioning range with
r;rr----------, the launch of Qudos MkT\. This is
reported to be an ultra quiet slimline
system which incorporates high and
low wall heat pump options and is
designed to blend with most types of
domestic and commercial decor.
Features claimed are easy installation
and maintenance with flared
connections and shut-off valves on the
outside unit. The Qudos IJ comes fully
charged for up to five metres of
interconnecting refrigerant line.
tact: Peter Dewdney, Eaton Williams.
I ,: 0044 1732869416.
Crane Launch New MF Pump Range
Crane have launched their Series 2
MF range of 50 commercial and
light commercial pumps. The 28
single head and 22 twin head
models include single and three
phase motors. Commercial
circulators include a new impeller
design with a hollowed stainless
steel shaft claimed to improve
efficiency, reliability, energy consumption and eliminate
manual bleeding. Commercial pumps are adjusted by a speed
block in the new terminal box. Light duty models have a three-
speed switch mounted on the motor.
Contact: Peter Bultz, Crane Fluid Systems Ltd.
TeI: 0044 1473270222.
Twin-Fan Controllers
The launch of the new Vent-Axia five-
model Trakmaster range addresses the
need for fan speed control and energy
saving/night setback facilities which are
specifically designed to interface with
modern building management systems,
via volt-free contacts, and to help
provide efficient use ofVent-Axia twin-
fan installations.
Thermoswitches, timeswitches, humidistats, humidiswitches, air
quality sensors and manual speed controls can all be included
to build a responsive and efficient twin-fan operating facility
based on interior air conditions and linked directly to a
bUilding management system.
Contact: Michael Randall, Vent-Axia Ventilation.
Tel: 01 - 450 4133.
Mix &Match Water Purifiers from
Salamander
Salamander now offer 'Mix &
Match' options of filter types
and tap colours with the
recently upgraded versions of
the Aquamaster Diamond
and Aquamaster Pearl.
Built on a base kit of chrome
filter housing, self-piercing
valve, pushfit connectors, bracken and 2m of flexible hose, the
'Mix & Match' range includes a selection of tap colours and six
filter cartridge options. This flexibility, say Salamander, helps
the plumber match the customer's existing decor and filter
requirements.
Contact: Mike Pickavance, Salamander Engineering Ltd.
TeI: 0044 121 378 0952.
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SPECIAL REPORT
Potterton Myson Annual Golf Tournament
The instructor looks remarkably calm for someone standing so close to Tom Scott with a gun in his hands.
On 4 June last, Potterton
Myson held its Annual Golf
Tournament at the
prestigious Mount Juliet Golf
Club. There were over 80
people from the heating
industry in attendance on
the day and they
participated in golf and clay
pigeon shooting. The
Potterton Myson Perpetual
trophy was presented to
James Rael of Limerick with
a total of 42 points. Other
Colm Barrett, Potterton Myson,
considering new ways of making
you buy!
20 BSNews,June1997
winners included Jerry
Maher of Dublin Providers in
second place and Terry
McGovern of McGovern
Engineering in third place.
The full list of prizewinners
on the day were as follows:
Winner - James Rael (16)
42 pts;
Runner Up - Jerry Maher
(15) 41pts;
Third - Terry McGovem (13)
40pts L9;
Class 21st - Eamon
Walsh (18) 37pts;
2nd - Barry Kenna (18)
36pts L9;
Class 31st - Ray Colgan
(20) 37pts;
2nd - Brian Redmond (20)
35pts;
Visitors 1st - Pat Hickey
(18) 33pts;
2nd - Joe Hanratty 32pts;
First Nine - Brendan Pluck
20pts;
Second Nine - John
Murray 21 pts L6.
Longest Drive - Aidan
O'Shaughnessy
Nearest the Pin - Des
O'Sullivan
Overall winner James Rael of
Limerick receiving the premier
trophy from Sean Hanratty.
Clay Pigeon
Shooting:
1st - Michael Coughlan
2nd - Dave Crauston
3rd - Sean Giffney
4th - Colm Barrett
Left: Barry Kenna, SBK Ltd,
receiving his prize from Sean
Hanratty.
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Opowrmatic range
Oil & Gas - 29kW to 596kW Oil & Gas - 29kW to 88kW Oil & Gas - 29kW to 366kW Oil & Gas - 29kW to 596kW
PAG
Gas - 17kW to 29kW 29kW to 440kW
OUH
Oil- 20kW to 60kW 12kW to 140kW
.. ,"
... ~i>; ,,,
~/V~..~
~~'
~~;-~~~';"' .....?' ..;:i<,,. ' " " i:
22kW to 33kW
Powrmatic products are colour coded to the following BS Standards:
DARK GREEN BS - 12B25, LIGHT GREEN BS - 12B21
PGUH480
140kW
.. .- - .. - -.....
- "
EUROMATIC
G.U.H. - 15kW to 70kW
Distributed By
o powrmatic (Ireland) A Division of Powrmatic Ltd
45 Broomhill Close, Tallaght, Dublin 24. Tel: 01 - 452 1533/452 1635; Fax: 01 - 452 1764
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There are over 3,000 reasons
why you should read this ...
That's how many
instruments,
controls, gauges
and valves are in
this New Dwyer
Catalogue which
includes full
technical
specification, and
application
details for
Dwyer,
Mercury,
W EAnderson,
Proximity
and
Love controls
product lines.
Send now for your FREE copy of
the Dwyer Catalogue
MANOTHERM
~ LIMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES
Manotherm Limited -
The Control Centre,
4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 0 I - 452 2355;
Fax: 0 I - 45 I 6919
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